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The relevance of the study. consists in research how to train the lexical competence of the senior schoolboys on the basis of German authentic Internet sites. The given theme is extremely actual last years as there are many researches of various scientists, methodologists, teachers are devoted, a lot of dissertations on a similar theme are written. But this theme is not cleared enough, so there are some important grounds to consider a problem of training of the lexical competence of the senior schoolboys on the basis of authentic Internet sites unsolved and demanding thorough, thus is the reason of an urgency of this theme.

The aim of the research: consists in the analysis of the various Internet sites connected with a development of the lexical competence and working out of exercises for formation of the lexical competence at the senior grade level at a lesson of German language.

Objectives:
1. To Make the analysis of the bibliographic data devoted to theoretical bases of training of the lexical competence of the senior schoolboys on the basis of authentic Internet sites at a lesson of German language;
2. To study program requirements to formation of the lexical competence and to analyze technical and didactic possibilities and prospects of use of Internet sites in training of German language in the senior classes
3. To reveal the most effective both productive forms and methods of mastering the lexical competence on the basis of Internet sites;
4. To carry out search work on studying and the analysis of practical aspects of formation of the lexical competence at work with materials of authentic German sites

The theoretical and the practical value of the research consists in definition of such concepts as lexicon, a lexical unit, the lexical competence, authenticity, authentic materials; the analysis of technical and didactic possibilities and prospects of use of Internet sites in training a foreign language in the senior classes, and the practical importance of research consists in the analysis of the main sites connected with the formation of the lexical competence and exercises are developed for development of lexical skills at a lesson of German language. The offered analysis of sites and the developed exercises give the chance to develop effectively the lexical competence at a lesson of German language and can be used in the further work during passage of student teaching and teachers at school.

The results obtained the conducted research includes creation of the methodical textbook which represents the collection of exercises at training to lexicon at an average grade level with use of authentic Internet sites. Its purpose to consider of different ways of training to a lexical material of German language with displaying of the task on a board and their performance in a class.

Recommendations:
Materials can be useful to methodologists, teachers of German language, are used at passage of practice for development and lexicon replenishment at an average grade level.